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Warm-Up Questions
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1. What is the difference 
between an object and a 
class? Explain using cats.

2. Would you make the 
following public or private?
• Age of cat
• Cuteness of cat
• Method to play with 

cat
• Method to feed cat
• Method to model cat's 

digestion system
3. We decided to have a static 

variable to count the total 
number of cats that are in 
the house. Why do we use 
the static keyword?



Writing the Blueprint
public class ClassName {

// some data declared here

private <type> <field_name>;

public ClassName() {

// constructor

}

// declare other methods

}
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Data

Method to create object

Other methods

ClassName.java



Example: Planning a Building

Suppose we are working at an architectural firm, 
and are planning the layout of a new building.

Let’s implement a program with two classes:
• Building

• Keeps track of the name of the building, the rooms in 
the building, and the total square footage allowed

• Room

• Has a name, and a size (in sq ft) 
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Basic Idea

We want to make sure that all of the rooms that 
we want in a building will fit.

Living room 175 sqft

Bathroom 50 sqft

Bedroom 100 sqft

Master bedroom 125 sqft

Kitchen 150 sqft

Hallway 100 sqft

Total: 700 sqft
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Basic Methods

First, let’s create the two classes, define their 
fields, and create the constructor, and getters 
and setters for the important fields.

Assumptions:
• All building and room sizes are fixed once the 

object is created.

• A Building has a fixed number of rooms, once 
created.
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List of Basic Methods

Building
• Building(String name, int nRooms, double area)
• String getName()
• void setName(String newName)
• double getTotalArea()

Room
• Room(String name, double area)
• String getName()
• void setName(String newName)
• double getArea()
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Adding Rooms to Buildings

We don’t want to expose the rooms array to the 
outside, because then the outside code could 
completely change the number of rooms, and 
any Room instances that have been added. 

Instead, we should write some code to handle 
this behaviour ourselves.
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(Group) Exercises

Add the following methods in the Building class:
• double getAvailableArea()

• Returns the number of square feet in the building 
that is still available (i.e., not allocated to any room)

• void addRoom(Room room)

• Checks if there is enough available area in the 
building, and an available room slot. If so, it adds the 
room to the list of rooms in the building.

• This method should print whether or not the room 
was successfully added.
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Exercises (Part 2)

More methods to add:
• void removeRoom(String name)

• Removes all rooms with the given name from the 
building. Prints out each room that is removed, and 
its area.

• void printRooms()

• Prints out a list of the rooms (their names and sizes), 
one on each line. Also prints out the amount of 
available space left at the end.

Remember to test your code in a main method
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METHOD OVERLOADING

Same name, different method
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A Puzzle

Many of the methods we have seen so far 
require a specific number of parameters of a 
specific type.

Math.pow(2.0, 4.0)  16.0

Math.pow(2.0)  error!

Math.pow("2.0", "4.0")  error!
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A Puzzle

Then how come it isn't true for other methods?
System.out.println(3);  // int

System.out.println('3');  // char

System.out.println("3");  // String

int[] intarr = {1, 2, 3};

System.out.println(intarr); // prints memory address

System.out.println(true); // boolean
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Method Overloading

You're allowed to have different methods with 
the same name, as long as they have different 
signatures.

Signature = method name + parameter list (with 
types)

So, as long as the methods require different 
parameter types, you're fine.
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Examples

Okay:
public void doSomething(int val) {

public void doSomething(int val, double val2) {

public void doSomething(String val) {

public void doSomething(double val, int val2) {

Not okay (given above):
public String doSomething(int val) {

public void doSomething(int otherVal) {
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Bad Idea

There's nothing to stop you from having an 
overloaded method, where each version does 
something completely unrelated.

public void doSomething(int val) {

System.out.println(val);

}

public String doSomething(double val) {

return "" + val;

}
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Exercise

Write a Cat class. It should:
• have two fields, for the name and the age
• have two possible constructors (overloaded). 

Both of them requires the name of the cat. One 
of them creates a newborn kitten with age 0.0; 
the other creates a cat of a specified age.

• have a meow() method. If the cat has age < 1.0, 
this method prints "<name> mews". Otherwise, 
it prints "<name> meows".

• a birthday() method that increments age by 1.0

Write code to test this class as well.
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REFERENCE TYPES

References to objects
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Reference Types Are Back!

Just when you thought you were safe…
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Objects Behave Like Arrays

Primitive types: float, int, double, boolean, char, 
long, short, byte

• Variables of primitive types store the actual value

Reference types: arrays, every other type
• Variables store an address to the actual value in 

memory.
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Declaring Object Variables

Variable declaration:
Cat kitty;

No new Cat object is created. Only a place to 
store a memory address to a Cat.
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kitty
Cat



Creating the Object in Memory

This happens with the new keyword.
Cat kitty;

kitty = new Cat("Mittens");

Picture in your mind:
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kitty
Cat .name "Mittens"

.age 0.0



Variable Assignment

Cat kitty = new Cat("Mittens");

Cat mittens = kitty;
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kitty
Cat .name "Mittens"

.age 0.0

mittens
Cat



Variable Assignment

Cat kitty = new Cat("Mittens");

Cat mittens = kitty;

mittens = new Cat("Whiskers", 3.0);
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.name "Whiskers"
.age 3.0

kitty
Cat

mittens
Cat

.name "Mittens"

.age 0.0

mittens
Cat

Why are you 
storing a 

reference to me 
in a variable 

called mittens?



Variable Assignment

Cat kitty = new Cat("Mittens");

Cat mittens = kitty;

mittens = new Cat("Whiskers", 3.0);

mittens = kitty;
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.name "Whiskers"
.age 3.0

kitty
Cat

mittens
Cat

.name "Mittens"

.age 0.0

mittens
Cat

Nothing refers to 
Whiskers any more!



Garbage Collection

At some point, Java will notice and will perform 
garbage collection to free up that memory.
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kitty
Cat

mittens
Cat

.name "Mittens"

.age 0.0

mittens
Cat

PS: Whiskers got picked up by the 
garbage collector! Fortunately, the 
collector is a decent program and 
will give Whiskers a forever home.



Aliases

Can change an object from any of its references:
kitty.birthday();

(OR mittens.birthday())
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Cat .name "Mittens"
.age 1.0

Cat

kitty

mittens
kitty and mittens are known as 

aliases of each other. They point to 
the same place in memory.



Comparisons

Using == to compare reference types means you 
are comparing their memory addresses.

You need to write your own .equals() method for 
a class if you want to compare their values.

• e.g., kitty == mittens  true, because they point 
to the same place in memory 

• If I create another Cat called "Mittens" with the 
same age and put it into a variable called cat, 
kitty == cat  false
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null

You can use null to mean that a reference type is 
referring to nothing. (This is sometimes useful.)

kitty = null;
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Cat .name "Mittens"
.age 1.0

Cat

kitty

mittens



Checking for null

You can check if a reference type is pointing to 
nothing using ==.

if (kitty == null) {

kitty = new Cat("Paws", 0.6);

}
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Arrays of Reference Types

Let's create space for five references to Cats.
Cat[] catArray = new Cat[5];

By default, the elements point to null:
System.out.println(catArray[0]);
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Passing Reference Types

Recall: Parameter passing works just like an 
assignment statement.

• The value of the actual parameter (the value 
when calling the method) is copied into the 
method's formal parameter (the variable name in 
the method).

• This means when passing reference types, we are 
copying the address to the object.
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Example
public static void ageCat(Cat cat) {

// this changes the value pointed to by cat

cat.birthday();

}

In the main method:
Cat c = new Cat("Harvey", 0.4);

ageCat(c); // Harvey is now 1.4 years old.
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Example 2
public static void replaceCat(Cat cat) {

cat = new Cat("Angry cat", 2.0);

}

In the main method:
Cat c = new Cat("Harvey", 0.4);

replaceCat(c); // c still points to Harvey

/* Angry cat eventually runs away when Java does 

garbage collection to reclaim the memory Angry cat 

was taking up. :-( */
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Exercise

Write a .equals(Cat) method for the Cat class 
that returns true if and only if both cats have the 
same name and age.
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Exercise

Write a CatRescue class:
1. Stores an array of Cats waiting to be adopted.

2. Takes an int in its constructor to represent the 
capacity of the cat rescue shelter.

3. Has an addCat(Cat) method which adds a cat to 
the shelter (i.e., adds it to the next available spot 
in the array). Returns true if successful. If shelter 
is full, don't do anything and return false.

4. Has an adopt() method which returns the oldest 
cat in the shelter, removing it from the shelter.
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